Effective pyroelectric response of compositionally graded ferroelectric materials
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A thermodynamic theory is used to determine the effective pyroelectric coefficients of polarization graded ferroelectrics, with values in excess of 0.1 μC/cm²°C are predicted for various barium strontium titanate thin films. Maximum values closer to 0.4 μC/cm²°C are obtained for a 1 μm thick material—compositionally graded between pure barium titanate and one that has barium to strontium in the ratio of 75:25. © 2005 American Institute of Physics.
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The dramatic reduction in obtainable fabrication line widths and unit cell dimensions, together with improved chip yields and reduced fabrication costs has resulted in a proliferation of low cost vision systems utilizing silicon based vision technology. Unfortunately, the sensitivity of silicon microarrays cannot be easily extended above 1 generation of low cost vision systems utilizing silicon yields and reduced fabrication costs has resulted in a proliferation of low cost vision systems utilizing silicon based vision technology. Unfortunately, the sensitivity of silicon microarrays cannot be easily extended above 1 μm where night vision, chemical sensing, and thermal comfort systems often must operate. Thus, vision systems operating in this range often must rely upon expensive cryogenically cooled semiconductor-based technology or utilize high cost ferroelectric hybrid technologies which have resisted adaptation to mass production. Conversely, amorphous silicon and thermopile devices currently lack the sensitivity required for many of the applications described, yet offer cost effective means of production.

For many years, alternatives to the ferroelectric hybrid technology have been sought through the use of ferroelectric thin film technology, which has been so successfully employed in the commercialization of ferroelectric memory devices. However, despite much experimental work in this area, the large pyroelectric coefficients commonly observed in bulk ferroelectric materials have not been replicated in thin film form, with two exceptions—those materials being compositionally graded ferroelectric thin films formed from either potassium tantalum niobate, and barium strontium titanate. In both instances effective pyroelectric coefficients comparable to bulk materials have been consistently observed, yet an explanation for their properties has been theoretically illusive.

In this letter, we show from a detailed thermodynamic analysis that such effective pyroelectric coefficients are indeed the direct result of compositionally graded systems where the mean compositional Curie temperature corresponds to the temperature of maximum sensitivity of the material. We calculate near exact experimental results with no adjustable thermodynamic parameters. The formalism employed in this letter is based on a general thermodynamic model developed to analyze the polarization offset in graded ferroelectrics. This approach has been verified to be the continuum limit of transverse Ising models (TIM).

Consider a monodomain, single-crystal, compositionally graded ferroelectric bar of length L sandwiched between two metallic electrodes. The easy axis of polarization is along the z-axis parallel to L such that P₁=P₂=0 and P₃=P(z). The ferroelectric is assumed to be homogeneous along the x and y directions, reducing the problem to only one dimension. The free energy per unit area can be expressed as:

\[ F(z) = \int_{0}^{L} \left[ F_p(z) + F_{\text{elastic}}(z) + F_{\text{electric}}(z) \right] dz, \]

where \( F_p(z) \), \( F_{\text{elastic}}(z) \), and \( F_{\text{electric}}(z) \) are the energy contributions from polarization, internal stresses, and the electric field, respectively. The first term \( F_p(z) \) is given by the Landau expansion of the even powers of the polarization:

\[ F_p(z) = \frac{1}{2} a P^2 + \frac{1}{4} b P^4 + \frac{1}{6} c P^6 + \frac{1}{2} A \left( \frac{d P}{dz} \right)^2, \]

accompanied by a Ginzburg gradient energy term. In Eq. (2), \( a, b, c, \) and \( A \) are the free energy expansion coefficients. The temperature dependence of the dielectric stiffness, \( a \), is given by the Curie-Weiss law, \( a=(T-T_0)/\varepsilon_0 C \); where \( T_0 \) and \( C \) are the Curie-Weiss temperature and constant, respectively, and \( \varepsilon_0 \) is the permittivity of free space. The compositional inhomogeneity of the material system is reflected through the composition dependence of the Landau coefficients. The Ginzburg coefficient \( A \) can be approximated as \( \frac{\delta^2}{|d|} \), where \( \delta \) is a characteristic length along which the polarization varies. \( A \) is positive and thus the gradient term in the above relation acts as a restoring force that serves to damp out the spatial variations in \( P \).

The second term of Eq. (1) is the elastic energy of the built-in, position dependent stress field. This energy arises due the electrostrictive coupling between the polarization and the self-strain and has two components: (i) the biaxial elastic energy due to the variation of the self-strain along \( L \), and (ii) the energy associated with the bending of the ferroelectric due to the inhomogeneous elastic deformation. The elastic energy can be calculated from the conditions that both the average internal stress and the average momentum of the
internal stress should be zero. A complete derivation of this elastic energy incorporating both sources was given elsewhere. Accordingly:

$$F_{\text{elastic}}(z) = \tilde{C} \left[ Q_{12} \left[ P^2(z) - \langle P \rangle^2 \right] + \left( z - \frac{L}{2} \right) \kappa \right]^2,$$

(3)

where $Q_{12}$ is the electrostrictive coefficient relating the strain in the $x$-$y$ plane to polarization $P(z)$, $\tilde{C} = C_{11} + C_{12} - 2C_{12}^2/C_{11}$ is an effective elastic modulus, $C_{ij}$ are the elastic moduli at constant polarization, $\langle P \rangle$ is the average polarization:

$$\langle P \rangle = \frac{1}{L} \int_0^L P(z) \cdot dz,$$

(4)

and $\kappa$ the radius of curvature resulting from the bending moment given by:

$$\kappa = \frac{24}{L^3} \int_0^L \left( z - \frac{L}{2} \right) \cdot Q_{12} \left[ P^2(z) - \langle P \rangle^2 \right] \cdot dz.$$

(5)

The last term in Eq. (1) represents the energy of the depolarization field $E_D$ that arises from the inhomogeneous distribution of the polarization and an applied electric field $E_A$ along the $z$-direction:

$$F_{\text{electric}}(z) = -\frac{1}{2} E_D(z) \cdot P(z) - E_A \cdot P(z).$$

(6)

The depoling field is negligible if there exists a smooth compositional gradient across the ferroelectric; therefore, in the absence of an applied field, $F_{\text{electric}}$ can be ignored.

The minimization of the free energy [Eq. (1)] with respect to the polarization yields the Euler-Lagrange equation:

$$A \frac{d^2 P}{dz^2} = \left\{ a + 4\bar{C} Q_{12} \left[ \left( z - \frac{L}{2} \right) \kappa - Q_{12} \langle P \rangle \right] \right\} \cdot P + \left\{ b + 4\bar{C} Q_{12}^2 \right\} P^3 + cP^5.$$

(7)

Equation (7) can be solved numerically to determine the polarization profile across the ferroelectric bar along the $z$-direction employing the boundary conditions $dP/dz = 0$ at $z = 0$ and $z = L$ which correspond to complete charge compensation at the ferroelectric/electrode interfaces.

For the analysis we have chosen compositionally graded Ba$_x$Sr$_{1-x}$TiO$_3$ (BST), mainly because there exists a great deal of information on the thermodynamic parameters and physical properties of BaTiO$_3$ (BT) and SrTiO$_3$ (ST). The coefficients $a$, $b$, $c$, and the elastic constants for BST are obtained by averaging the corresponding parameters of BT and ST. The polarization profiles at room temperature ($RT = 25$ °C) for three compositionally graded BST are plotted in Fig. 1. One of the end compositions is fixed at BT, and the other one is chosen to be BST 75/25, BST 85/15, and BST 95/5. Figure 1 shows that the polarization decreases monotonically across the thickness from the BT end towards the BST end. The polarization gradient diminishes close to the surfaces because of the charge compensation at the metallized ends. The slope of the polarization profile obviously depends on the “strength” of the gradient that can be characterized as the difference in the barium concentrations of the ends, a high difference yielding a steeper profile.

Using this polarization distribution of Fig. 1, a charge offset per unit area $\Delta Q$ can be calculated based on the one-dimensional Poisson’s equation such that:

$$\Delta Q = \frac{1}{L \cdot C_F} \int_0^L z \cdot \left( \frac{dP(z)}{dz} \right) \cdot dz,$$

(8)

where $C_Q$ is the load capacitance in the Sawyer-Tower circuit and $C_F$ is the capacitance of the graded ferroelectric. This charge offset translates to a displacement of the polarization versus applied electric field hysteresis curve along the polarization axis. Experimental results show that this displacement is strongly temperature dependent. An effective pyroelectric coefficient can be defined as:

$$P_{\text{eff}} = \frac{d(\Delta Q)}{dT} = \frac{1}{L \cdot C_F \cdot dT} \int_0^L z \cdot \left( \frac{dP(z)}{dz} \right) d z.$$

(9)

Figure 2 plotted the temperature dependence of the charge offset and the effective pyroelectric coefficient for compositionally graded BST. The end compositions are chosen to be BT and BST 70/30. The ratio of $C_Q/C_F$ typically ranges between 10 and 100 experimentally; for this analysis the ratio varies between 20 and 50, with $C_Q = 0.2 \times 10^{-6}$ F and $C_F$ calculated from the average dielectric permittivity as a function of the strength of the grading and the temperature. In our calculations, $L$ was taken to be 1 μm. A maximum effective pyroelectric coefficient is found to occur $\sim 35$ °C, corresponding to the onset of the paraelectric phase at the BST 70/30 end. The charge offset decreases with temperature as a result of decreasing spontaneous polarization. This
Figure 3 shows that the maximum pyroresponse is smaller for those materials with higher mean Curie temperatures due to a decrease in both the magnitude and temperature sensitivity of the built-in potential. A maximum pyroresponse is expected for BT-BST 67/33 at room temperature, since the transformation temperature for BST 67/33 is approximately 35 °C. The work at UConn was supported by the National Science Foundation (NSF) under Grant No. DMR-0132918.

The effect of the magnitude of the composition grading is shown in Fig. 3, where we plot the effective pyroelectric coefficient at different temperatures as a function of barium composition at one end of the graded ferroelectric with the composition of the other end fixed at BT.

For a given composition, the effective pyroelectric coefficient can be adjusted extrinsically by varying the ratio $C_Q/C_F$ or the length $L$ along which there is a systematic polarization variation. A maximum pyroresponse is smaller for those materials with higher mean Curie temperatures due to a decrease in both the magnitude and temperature sensitivity of the built-in potential. A maximum pyroresponse is expected for BT-BST 67/33 at room temperature, since the transformation temperature for BST 67/33 is approximately 35 °C.

The effective pyroelectric coefficient can be considered as a measure of the “strength” of the gradient. Figure 3 shows that the maximum pyroresponse is smaller for materials with higher mean Curie temperatures due to a decrease in both magnitude and temperature sensitivity of the built-in potential. A maximum pyroresponse is expected for BT-BST 67/33 at room temperature, since the transformation temperature for BST 67/33 is approximately 35 °C. The work at UConn was supported by the National Science Foundation (NSF) under Grant No. DMR-0132918.

The effective pyroelectric coefficient at different temperatures as a function of barium composition at one end of the graded ferroelectric with the composition of the other end fixed at BT.